• Never Eat Shredded Wheat

• Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain

• Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small Elephants
Mnemonics

Improving your memory
In English

• PETER

• AFOREST

• ARTWARS
Acronyms

Fudge Deserves Every Boy Good Every

Influences on Taking part in Sport
Cultural

Health
- Illness
- Health problems

Resources
- Access
- Availability
- Location
- Time

Socio-economic
- Status
- Cost

People
- Family
- Peers
- Role Models

Image
- Fashion
- Media

C.Ronaldo is a role model to millions and inspires young footballers.
Pictowords

Imperial

Monarchy

$1000

Oligarchy

Tyranny

$1000

Democracy

We All Vote!

ESCALATION
Production effect

- Whisper
- Sing
- Tone